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JOSLIN STUDIO, PROBLEM #6: “A GATHERING PLACE FOR SCHOLARS”

Theme for Problem #5:

The initial program and building organization will be studied with special emphasis on the following issues,
   1) Spatial/Formal ideas about the organization of form in relation to program procession and site.

Schedule and Format for Problem 6:

Thursday, November 3rd,
   1) Talk by David Whitney on Structure
   2) Desk Crits on Refinement of Junk Model and Attitudes

Friday, November 4th,
   1) Talk by Les Norford on Ventilation and Sustainability

Tuesday, November 8th,
   1) Desk Crits on 1/8” Sketch Model and Plan/Section Sketches

Tuesday, November 8th,
   1) Pin Up on 1/8” Sketch Model (Foam core and wood)
   2) Plan/Section Sketches mounted on 20 x30 board